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Category:Assets Category:Building engineering Category:CostsQ: Copying an object into a new object? Is there a faster way to
get the same object from one object and copy it into another object than doing copy or clone? x = Person(name='gordon') x =
x.copy() x.name = 'jane' x.__dict__ A: No, you cannot copy an object's attributes without making a copy of all attributes (but
see below). You could copy the entire object, which would result in the copied objects referring to the same objects as their
original, but that's not a copy, you'd be making a shallow copy. The only way is to make a new object and fill it up with the
attributes from your old object: from copy import copy x = copy(x) x.name = 'jane' x.__dict__ That's often faster than both

copy and deepcopy (so-called cloning). Dolphins receiver Mike Wallace has added the Kansas City Chiefs to his list of favorite
opposing teams and confirmed his intention to run a 4.4 40-yard dash at the combine. Wallace, the second overall pick in the

2012 NFL draft, confirmed his intention to run during an appearance on NBC Sports Network's Pro Football Talk on
Wednesday. He said he'll run the 40 at his Pro Day on March 10 in Gainesville, Fla., and plans to bench press 225 pounds.

Wallace, who last month said the Cleveland Browns were no longer a threat to sign him, did not rule out signing with the Miami
Dolphins, but said he wanted to talk to Miami coach Adam Gase before deciding where he wants to play. "I want to talk to

Adam Gase first. I'm still going to be a Miami Dolphin," Wallace said. "I have a lot of respect for [Browns general manager]
Tom Heckert and [Browns coach] Ray Farmer, they're doing what they do and they're trying to win games. I love what I saw

[last] weekend, and it definitely sparked my interest. We'll see." Wallace, 26, is scheduled to be paid $15 million in 2012 by the
Miami Dolphins, who traded up to select him second overall in the 2012 draft.Vidar Jørgensen Vidar Jørgensen (born
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